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Ashby Hosts TeachMeet
TeachMeets started on a casual basis in pubs where teachers were encouraged to talk
about teaching and share ideas. The practice has now reached a national level with its
own TeachMeet website, although the core values remain the same.
Ashby School’s TeachMeet, titled ‘New Year, New Ideas’, attracted more than 50 teachers.
Professor Des Hewitt, from the University of Warwick, delivered an inspiring key note
speech sharing his passion and belief in the profession and the need for teacher, as well as
student, well-being.
Led by Ashby’s own outstanding presenters, Carolyn Pearce and Phil Newman,
contributors then had exactly seven minutes to deliver sessions sharing ideas for all key
stages. Sessions included a presentation by Ed Cooper on ‘Electronic Marketing and
Meaningful Feedback’ and Tom Mummery on ‘Using Videos in Lessons to Introduce Topics
and Show Examples’.
For more feedback, see page two

Why CPD?
By Carolyn Pearce, head of geography

C

PD enables us to keep up with relevant and up-to-date knowledge as well as with the newest pedagogical
approaches. But more importantly in my opinion it creates an opportunity for teachers to exchange
information and ideas leading to a more cohesive unit. Teacher discussions are vital to ensure wellbeing and
the feeling of commitment to the professional development of the individual teacher from the school (SLT).

Being a lead teacher helps me to make a meaningful contribution to the school and to become more effective in the
workplace. I find that it opens you up to new possibilities, knowledge and skills. This enables you to advance in your
career and move into new positions where you can lead, manage, influence, coach and mentor others, thereby
promoting growth within the school and the profession as a whole.
It allows thorough self-evaluation by individuals. It informs direct knowledge of the teacher’s strengths and
development needs in teaching. An excellent example of this would be the TeachMeet that allowed AS to facilitate real
and meaningful discussion including the sharing of good practice.

CPD Latest
By Ali Jackson, Head of Continued Professional Development

Although I have been involved in CPD all my career, this is
my first year overseeing the provision at Ashby School and I
remain proud of what we continue to achieve.
In an educational climate of increasing challenges, I believe
that the only way to prepare fully for change is to ensure
that teachers are at the centre of what we do. For this
reason, Ashby School places a great importance on CPD
where some schools are making cuts. We protect the time
and budget dedicated to ensuring our teachers are fully
prepared professionals at every stage of their career. This
year, we have gained a fantastic cohort of NQTs who have
brought with them an energy and enthusiasm for the
profession. We have thoroughly enjoyed working alongside
them and watching them achieve their potential as
classroom practitioners.

PLCs in a Nutshell
By Simon McCarron, lead practitioner

How?
We meet as a Lead Teacher group before every teaching
and learning session to discuss and plan the topics/
thoughts/themes of our PLCs. The actual session involves
an outline introduction where Ali (head of CPD) sets the
scene and then we break off into our smaller mixed faculty
groups to discuss the session. Everyone is encouraged to
try some new ideas between sessions and feed these back
at the next session. The groups are very positive and
people are under no pressure to contribute, but the ethos
of the PLC is such that everyone is actively involved.

We continue to explore and develop teaching and learning
through whole school and faculty sessions. Our recent
drive to improve the teaching of revision is expected to
have a real impact on our students as they enter the
examination period.
We have also supported teachers on courses to prepare for
curriculum change. A number of exam boards have run
sessions within school. We believe direct contact is
important to ensure our knowledge and understanding of
the new specification requirement is exact.

When?
We meet four times a year after school and occasionally
meet between sessions.

Above all, I remain proud of our work within the hub, our
research and innovation and the highly successful
TeachMeet in January.

Where?
Sessions take place in the hub and library.

I titled the event ‘New Year, New Ideas’ because I believe
creativity is the definition of being a teacher. As teachers,
we have to be creative. Evidence suggests that it is our
ideas which usually work best for the learners.

Why?
Meeting to discuss and share ideas is the most important
part of any training that we do in school. We are
developing each other and sharing ‘live’ ideas from quality
classroom practitioners. These sessions provide us with
fresh ideas as teachers and most importantly challenge
our thinking.
Having the opportunity to ask colleagues about their
practice is invaluable and has a major impact upon
classroom practice. Not all teachers have the time to
research new practice or the benefit of a department
where there are enough people to discuss things. Being
encouraged to try a new idea, take a risk or do something
different is exciting and healthy.
Having the opportunity to debrief afterwards is positive
and hopefully everyone feels that they believe in and have
a sense of ownership of the PLC.
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Computer Networking
Computer science teacher Victoria Foster on her first year
at Ashby School and how networking is important—in
more ways than one...
In the time I have been at Ashby School, I have been given a variety of opportunities
to use CPD.
I have been given the time to attend external courses run by exam boards (marking
standardisation) as well as creative learning (behavioural management). These have
focused on key areas that I believe are vital for my own professional development
and to help pupils make further progress.
Additionally, the school has allowed me to participate in online training run by exam boards so I can help design schemes of work
for the subject.
After teaching my first year at Ashby School, I felt that more could be done to improve A level coursework. To facilitate this, the
school allowed me to spend some time in the computing department of an another school where I gained an insight as to how
they run their department and deliver A level coursework. This has been extremely valuable to both me and my students as it has
given us a clear indication of what they should be achieving based on the grades they are targeted. I would say one of the most
valuable CPD opportunities the school has given me overall is the opportunity to network with other computer science teachers
in the area. This is especially important as I am the only computer science teacher at Ashby School which can be potentially quite
isolated. Therefore, these networking opportunities allow me to pick the brains of other professionals in the same subject area,
helping me to design my schemes of work, find valuable resources and as a result improve the progress of my students.
I have been doing a lot of research with primary Schools and their computing departments and would like to offer a CPD event
for primary teachers to boost their subject knowledge in Computer Science.

Face-to-Face With Bluewave Swift
Administrative assistant Yvonne Lemm shares her
experience of Bluewave Swift since arriving at Ashby
School.
I have attended two Bluewave training sessions so far this academic year. The first
involved a telephone training session covering the very basics of the system, logging
in, getting to know the different tabs on the home screen etc. Due to technical
problems, the session could not be accessed remotely which made the training more
difficult to follow. The trainer was extremely helpful and patient but, for future
reference, I feel it would be more appropriate to undertake training face to face in
the first instance as a complete beginner.

Follow-up
For my second training session in January, the trainer came into school and covered a much wider area. Showing me how to
produce reports and PDFs and giving me a wider insight into what Bluewave can do. I found this session extremely beneficial and
had the time to ask questions and be shown examples.
There are more advanced administrative areas that were not covered in this session and it was recommended that another
training session be arranged at some point during the Summer term to explore these areas. I am looking forward to that session
already.
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The Merits of Middle
Leadership
Brooke Keating-Rogers was one of a group
of teachers to take part in the middle
leadership programme.
The middle leadership programme provides an insight
into the theories and key principles involved in
being an effective leader - to inspire, recognise
potential, promote good practice and
value colleagues.
The programme was very much a journey- over a yearwhere we undertook a project to 'close the
gap'. Throughout, we were encouraged to reflect on
our actions and leadership skills, and then evaluate
our success, in terms of leadership competencies and
through analysis of data.
This was then delivered in the form of a presentation
to head teachers and governors of various local
schools. This was an opportunity to measure individual
progress and also useful in identifying barriers,
and discussing how to overcome them.
Forging links with other schools and sharing thoughts/
concerns with teachers of both similar and different
subjects/ages provided insightful, diverse discussion
and often opened up interesting debates.
Sessions were interactive and engaging, including
critical 'think pieces' of study which would then be
integrated into the premise of the next meeting.
Understanding the theory fed into our individual
projects as we embedded key principles and
demonstrated key leadership qualities.

MA-king a Difference
Head of Design Technology Daniel Markham talks about
his MA.
As a practitioner, it is vital
to maintain enthusiasm for
your own education.
With that in mind, I enrolled at the University of
Derby to complete my
Masters of Education specialising in leadership and
management.
As a leader, you constantly
develop skills but rarely have time to reflect on those skills
and your practice. With the support of Ashby School , this
has become a reality.
So far, I have completed two modules; Masterly Practice and
Leadership Capacity. Both have helped me to understand
some of the wider leadership issues within an educational
establishment but also reflect on my own practice.
The next module focuses on Quality Leadership & Management module, where I hope to study different leadership
theories and develop my practice as an effective leader.
These modules have also improved my teaching, encouraging me to take risks, reflect on my teaching and also try out
some of the extended writing techniques with my A2 students, to reinforce their learning.
Without the support of Ashby School and the focus on CPD
within the school , this would not be possible. I believe this
course has empowered me as a leader and developed my
practice particularly when coaching and supporting my staff.

‘Why We Must Never Give Up
on our Pupil Premium Students’
“This course offered Ashby School staff the opportunity to
share good practice, skills building and reflection on tips
and techniques used to support our more vulnerable
students.
First, we looked at a presentation on current legislation of
pupil premium guidelines and data. Delegates were given
real life scenarios and active role play. The group then
identified new ideas and shared systems which are known
to work within the classroom. We then explored how to
create the light bulb moment and celebrated our
successes. The session finished with a clip from TV show
‘Educating Cardiff’ to illustrate the impact that this level of
teamwork can have on one individual.”
Sarah Middleton and Polly Sherriff

NQTs Reflect on their First Year at Ashby School
Sam Strasters

“

My
experiences as
a newly
qualified
teacher at
Ashby School have
prepared me
extremely well for the
challenges of teaching.
I have received
continued support
with behaviour, with particular emphasis on learning
what happens when students are in inclusion, and the
protocol for departmental sanctions and wider school
policies.
Observations have helped me to target the specific
areas in which I need to improve, as well as highlighting
strengths which contribute to my efficacy as a
practitioner.
Members of the teaching and learning team have been
approachable and consistently made themselves
available for discussions, with no matter too trivial and
no subject out of bounds.

Lindsay Ash

“

I feel all the
training
provided by
Ashby School
including SEN,
safeguarding and
behaviour, as well as
pointers on how to
manage and use our
NQT time, has been
most helpful.
Observing other
experienced teachers has allowed me to develop
techniques which will help me to develop into the
teacher I want to be.
All the staff I have approached have been more than
willing to allow me to do this. The support I have
received from my faculty has been paramount to my
development as an NQT. My faculty colleagues have
taught me day by day how to improve my practice and
how to tackle new
challenges.

Emily Tyrrell

The learning in after-school sessions has given me a
clear insight into how other teachers perform vital parts
of their job as a classroom teacher and as a form tutor. I
have regularly adopted practical methods from these
sessions intmy own practice, often with great effect.

“

felt that, whatever the issue, my voice is heard.

These sessions have not only been about the basics
needed to work in the school but also about how we
can develop our career. We are regularly reminded that
our voice and capabilities as NQTs is just as valuable as
those of experienced teachers and we have been made
aware of the different opportunities we can take.

My NQT year
has been an
opportunity for
growth and
development in
My comments from the headteacher were detailed and
my career from the
took the form of a dialogue between teaching
beginning.
professionals, which made me feel like a valued
colleague rather than one of the many elements that
As NQTs, we have had a wealth of induction sessions to
contribute to such a huge school.
ensure we are familiar with the way the school works
and to prepare us for our first year at Ashby School.
Overall, I have loved my first year at Ashby, and I have

We have also been encouraged to explore CPD options
and have the support to pursue the elements of our
careers that we wish to focus on.
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Being a Head, Getting Ahead
Lee Shepherd talks about how CPD has helped in his first year as Head of Humanities
Since becoming a Head of Faculty, I have received support
personally and also sought support for colleagues in my
faculty, including heads of department and other teaching
staff.

in a very productive
meeting at Rawlins
School, which has helped
us to improve the A level
provision. Improvements
are already being seen.

Jevon led a very useful session on the attainment section
of our SEFs. It was good to work collaboratively in
discussions with Vikki on this. I was also introduced to the Another new
development Ppan which helped to make both tasks seem development was the
slightly less onerous and daunting.
introduction of a faculty
teaching and learning
This was backed up in the autumn term with support from
representative, Carolyn
Ali on the teaching, learning and assessment sections of
Pearce. This role has led to much more focussed and
my SEF. Having the framework for the SEF, as well as the
direct teaching and learning both within meetings and
headings for the development plan, helped me to
INSET sessions as well as day to day practice. So far, we
generate a clearly structured and relevant response,
have collaboratively delivered sessions on effective
meaning it was a task that only needed to be completed
homework, examination failings (accessing examiners
once. Andy offered additional support in HoF meetings.
reports), effective feedback and the use of SAM Learning
Being new to the role and assessing progress over time led for the less able. All heads of department have been
me to focus on one main departmental area this year,
trained by both Carolyn and Charlie (our Lead Practitioner
namely psychology. We detected a lack of continuity from link) on how to observe under the non-graded structure.
GCSE to A level which led to a prompt change in the GCSE
One big change for the heads of department has been
specification. Psychology staff were supported internally
reacting to change and findings. Learning walks and work
with five hours of CPD time off-timetable to structure
sampling now occur half termly and are wider than
their scheme of work and start the new planning process.
individual department areas. It is the findings from these
This was backed up during the mock week in January
that direct and steer our afterschool meetings and twilight
when we allocated time on the first day of teaching for us
sessions. This is clearly more beneficial than reflecting on
to gather our thoughts and measure progress. To boost A
practice once a year, at the end of the summer term.
level outcomes, we sought external advice. This resulted

Excellent Excel
I was part of a small group to attend Intermediate Excel training and found it
extremely useful, writes Sue Spencer, who oversees administration for The Arts,
Design and Technology faculties. As it was a smaller group, we were all of a similar
ability which meant that the topics covered were more relevant and interesting and
we didn’t have to revisit some of the more basic functions.
There were plenty of working examples and the tutor was clearly very experienced in
Excel and delivered it well. It was a full day course but I personally enjoyed it and it
seemed to fly by. I have certainly applied a lot of what I learned in my day-to-day work
but I haven’t had chance or needed to use some of the areas covered and would need to refer back to the training
guides given out to refresh my memory. (Could have done with some more sandwiches at lunchtime though!)

Starting Out...
Science teacher and NQT + 1 Donna Tolley recounts
the beginning of her teaching journey.
I arrived at Ashby for my first PGCE placement in October 2013, full of mixed
emotions. I soon settled in, supported by my wonderful department, with
Heather Pope as my mentor and Charlie Lauder as my ITT coordinator. I learned a
lot in that placement – probably the most memorable part was my mock
interview with Eddie – argh! Little did I know that I would be sitting in front of
him again at the end of the year, this time for real!
August 2014 arrived and I returned to Ashby to be a ‘proper’ teacher! Having already spent time at the school, it
made my start as an NQT much easier. The support and encouragement I received allowed me to develop
professionally. I knew that I had found a school where I definitely wanted to stay and progress, so it was with
much excitement that I entered my second year as a House Manager!
This past year has been busy and full of new experiences. Working with the House team and Geoff is fantastic – I
would truly recommend the role, provided you have 25 hours in a day! My advice to others would be to put
yourself out there and to embrace any opportunities offered.

...Signing Off
Outgoing teacher Andy MacTavish reflects on 32 years at
the front of the classroom
‘ You can’t teach an old dog new tricks’.
I hear that all the time. As well as other phrases such as ‘I’ve been doing it like
this for 30 years and it works for me’ and ‘the old ways are the best’. But are
they true? No! Well at least not for me, anyway. And what do they mean, really?
Teachers are not dogs. When did the ‘old ways’ start?
It can be true that the method a teacher has been using for a long time produces
good results. Does that also mean that the method couldn’t be improved? Or
that the method couldn’t be broadened to take in a wider range of student
types? Or that the method couldn’t be shared with other teachers?
I’ve been teaching Design and Technology for 32 years. Some of the things I do now are more or less exactly the
same as when I started teaching. Like overzealously protecting the tools and equipment in my classroom to make
sure that they are available for every student in every lesson. Like insisting that students are not talking whilst I
am and that the students remain ‘on task’ throughout my lessons.
So when I first started attending Ali’s CPD sessions, I sort of expected to be told that my approach to the above
was ‘old fashioned’ or ‘not the way we do things now’. I wasn’t. In fact I received praise for them. Why? Because
as I learned very quickly, the purpose of CPD is to improve the learning experience for the student and my long
standing classroom rules exist to do exactly that.
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SLT Mentors and Specialist Leaders
By Phil Newman, deputy head of science

SLT Mentor Scheme
The SLT mentor scheme has offered unparalleled
opportunities to work alongside members of SLT on a whole
school basis. As a faculty based middle leader, it is all too easy
to become insular and focus entirely on leadership within
one’s faculty. The SLT mentor scheme has enabled me to gain
invaluable experience of whole school leadership and thereby
start to bridge the experience gap between being an effective
middle leader and developing the skills needed to progress to
senior leadership.
So far the scheme has presented me with opportunities to:


Accompany SLT members on learning walks and
observations



Take part in delivering staff training – residential for
new staff



Observe open evenings from the point of view of an
SLT member



Lead a whole school initiative – revamp of Year 11
parents’ evenings



Present to the whole staff during INSET – revision and
parents’ evening changes



Lead heads of faculty in developing an idea –
standardised handouts / home revision programmes



Give presentations to parents – advice for parents to
support revision



Write literature for parents – parents’ evening
handouts





Specialist
Leader in
Education
Ashby School has
always encouraged
me to develop my
skills by working
collaboratively
with other schools
and engaging with
the wider
education
community.
One such development opportunity was afforded to me when
I was asked to become involved with a bid to found a DfE
funded Science Learning Partnership (SLP) based within the
Forest Way Teaching School Alliance. We were successful in
our bid leading to the formation of the ‘STELLAR’ Science
Learning Partnership for Leicestershire, Leicester City and
North Northamptonshire. Involvement in this project has
enabled me to further develop my leadership skills by working
with senior leaders and directors of teaching schools to form a
strategy for the development of the partnership. I have had
the opportunity to attend national training and develop my
skills in areas such as report writing, marketing and influencing
others. As a result of my work with the SLP I was asked to lead
the partnership and formalise my role by applying for
Specialist Leader in Education status.

This has given me experience of visiting R.I. schools in
different Key Stages and working with their Senior Leadership
Work with support staff across the school on logistical to perform needs analysis and draft development plans to
issues – ordering / printing / preparing literature,
address weaknesses. I have then gained experience of writing
ordering and delivering revision materials for a revision proposals to apply for funding for programmes including
guide ‘shop’
intensive bursaries for R.I. schools and setting up networks of
Have monthly mentor meetings with a member of SLT schools and training programmes.
– including a 360 degree review, self-analysis,
This has given me the opportunity to develop both my
development needs, reflection on learning so far etc.
leadership skills, in terms of developing a vision and inspiring



Have one-to-one meetings with members of SLT to
discuss their work in detail



Take part in Sixth Form student progress interviews

others to follow, and management skills, in terms of managing
logistics and monitoring performance.
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